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CATFISH
HUNTER

rian Hunter's dream was to
run a fish farm. He checked
out growing shrimp in Hermosillo, Mexico, worked for

the Oceanic Institute in Hawaii, and
finally decided he could have his fish
farm in Ecuador or Southeast Asia -or
Arizona. Today Brian is successfully
raising catfish in Safford to sell to the

restaurant trade in Phoenix and Los
Angeles.

"I'm a fish nut; that's why I grow
them -I love to eat fish," Hunter admits, smiling.

But why Safford? One reason is the
demand for fresh fish. "So many people

come to Arizona from the coasts, and
they want really fresh fish." Another ad-

vantage- Safford has thermal wells
that provide seventy -five- degree water
year- round. And it has workers who are

willing to learn the business with him.
"Besides, I feel like I'm wanted here."
Brian started with five cylindrical, ten -

thousand- gallon tanks; he now has
thirty tanks, and the business is still
growing. The first small, newly- hatched

catfish fingerlings from Kansas and
Arkansas were put in the tanks in October 1987. Brian's company, United Fisheries Inc., sold its first batch of South-

west Brands catfish in May 1988. "1
think big," he says; "the markets are

Brian Hunter's
dream
was to run a
fish farm.

huge." The U.S. seafood trade deficit is

second only to that of the oil deficit,
Brian says. "Why import fish if we can
grow them just as well here ?" His objective now is producing 500,000 pounds

of catfish a year but he expects to expand far beyond that goal, with some
help from his backers.

Brian is computerizing his business-to calculate how much feed it
takes to raise his fish, among other
things. Office equipment, tanks, circulating systems, a processing build-

ing, salaries, fingerlings and their
food -all are big expenditures before a
profit can be realized. Brian is justifiably proud that he is the only fish farmer
in Arizona who was able to get a corn mercial bank loan. Several Arizona real

estate developers also sponsor his
firm.
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Brian's thorough preparation for his
farm specialty may be one reason the
bank trusted him to deliver. lie earned
a master of science degree in the wildlife and fisheries division at the Univer-

sity of Arizona, and as a graduate student he worked with the UA Hermosillo

shrimp research facility. Later he
earned a doctorate at the UA in nutritional biochemistry. Although his academic work primarily was in biology

and chemistry, Brian says that he
learned enough about business to be

practical. "I don't care about being
flashy; these facilities are stark, but
they have all that's needed for cheap
feed conversion into fish."
His practicality prompted him to raise

catfish instead of tilapia, for example.
Several potential fish farmers are investigating tilapia- raising. However, he
says catfish are a safer choice because
the market is already established and
the biology is all worked out. Catfish

ponds are a standard venture in the
Southeast.
Growing catfish in tanks rather than
in ponds has its advantages, Brian believes. "We can produce a steady, pre-

dictable supply of very clean fish."
Southwest Brands catfish never have a
muddy flavor the way pond- raised fish

can. He says the undesirable flavor is
caused by Geosmin, a chemical compo-

nent of some blue -green pond algae.
Constant flushing in the tanks controls
algae formation, and the tanks are always carefully cleaned between batches
of fish to prevent the occurrence of disease or algae.

Putting the fingerlings in the tank
starts the whole fish- farming process.
Although at the beginning Brian was
buying the small fish from hatcheries,
now he is working on breeding his own.
He has bulldozed out a half -acre area
for a breeder pond and is already over wintering thirteen -pound breeder fish
in cool water so that fingerlings will be
ready in the spring.

The fingerlings grow quickly and
soon they're crowding each other; at
that point Brian's crew splits the popula-
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He takes pride in managing the
tank environment so well that he
has never had to add antibiotics
to the catfish feed.

tion in half. By the time they're harvested, the catfish from a single tank
have been separated into four tanks. lie
can raise fish more efficiently by moving them than by putting them in four

tanks originally. The objective, of
course, is to match production with

around in the tanks. Finding up to five
dead catfish floating on the top of the
water doesn't worry him, but twenty
dead fish would trigger real concern.
Brian aims at an 80 percent survival
rate from fingerling to fillet. "Disease

problems are usually a result of

sales, spread out over the entire year.

crummy feed or environment. The

Brian says he can harvest one and one half pound fish at least twice every week
with only a few months of production
time.

wrong water temperature, for example,

Every day Brian's manager, Randy
Dietzel, checks on the fish swimming
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can shift conditions so they're more
favorable to parasites." lie takes pride
in managing the tank environment so
well that he has never had to add antibiotics to the catfish feed.

"I've thought of marketing our fish as

health food. I eat sashimi made from
our catfish because I know how carefully they're raised," Brian says.
As orders come in, Brian harvests the
catfish and has fillets, fresh -packed on
ice, but never frozen, ready to go within
twenty -four hours. In fact, Randy brags

that it takes the crew only fifteen minutes to get fish from the holding tank to
the freezer. That's fresh fish!
Early in the morning on a harvest day, Brian and his crew of six meet out
by the tanks. A pickup, the back filled

with a small crane and a cattle- troughsized tank filled with cool water gets as
close to a large, fish -filled tank as possi-

ble. Brian strips quickly to his scarlet
swimming trunks and vaults into the
tank to constrict the divider net so the
fish are easier to catch. Each attempt
catches forty to fifty pounds of flopping, wriggling catfish, each about one

foot long. When the trough tank is
filled, the final loads of catfish are
hand -netted and put into water -filled
trash cans riding on the back of three -

wheeled all -terrain -vehicles before

onds per fish. Randy and the others use

being driven to the processing shed.
The cool water in the holding tanks
quiets the fish and makes them easier
to process. Bucketful by bucketful, the

an electric knife to quickly slice two
neat fillets off each fish. Grace Mims

catfish are dipped from the holding

and package them. Fifteen minutes -

tank just outside the shed door. Inside

and that ain't no braggin'.
In his office next door Brian checks
the computer readouts and uses his fax

a radio loudly plays lively Western
music. Jim Granatowski, Tony hall,
David Maldonado, and Eric Mitchell put
gloved fingers down the fishes' throats,
kill them quickly with one swipe of the

knife by the gills, efficiently skin the
still -wriggling fish, and remove the
head and guts -all within thirty sec-

and Kathy Taylor trim the fillets, weigh,

to communicate with a supplier or a
buyer. You can bet that he's thinking

big. a
To contact Brian, call 428 -7604.
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Virginia (Ginger) Ness traveled

a different road to farming. A
fourth -generation Arizonan,
she started with a journalism
degree from the University of Arizona
and added another from Cornell University in produce management and operations. She has had her own fashion advertising companies in California and
Alaska, and her skill with watercolors
led to her own art show in Mexico City.

She still spends most of the year in
Mexico City with her husband, a U.S.
fisheries attache, and their two sons.

But every summer and fall Ginger
comes to their farm near McNeal, in
Cochise County, Arizona, to oversee the
harvest and sale of what she believes to
be the best chili peppers in the world.
The Ness family owns 160 acres and

SOME LIKE IT

110'1'

have farmed as many as five hundred,

but Ginger's heart is with the thirty
acres devoted to growing five varieties
of peppers. "Our southeast corner's climate is akin to the best chili -growing
seasons in New Mexico and Texas. We
can grow almost any vegetable well in
this valley, and we grow peppers exceptionally well." In addition to ordinary

bell peppers, she raises mild long
green, jalapeño, yellow hot poblano
(sometimes called pasilla or anchos in
Mexico), and the miniature, very hot
cascabell peppers. To market them,
she formed the Great Whitewater Vegetable Packing Company. "Our peppers
have a high -quality reputation that we
worked hard to develop."
Maintaining that quality reputation requires picking the peppers after she receives the orders so they are as fresh as
possible. The peppers are rushed from
the nearby field, packed in ten -pound

boxes, and refrigerated; she has the
only cold storage for peppers in the
county. Within forty -eight hours, refrig-

erated trucks are on their way to the
markets. Except for those sold at a
corner roadside stand, Ginger markets

most of the peppers in Tucson and

Phoenix through outlets she has
worked with for five or six years. Using

ten -pound boxes is a deliberate ploy,
she says. "I've tried to get away from
the chilies -in -a -sack image."

In late fall Ginger switches to dried
chili strings and makes chili wreaths
and hearts. "We can't make enough of
them." She was invited to the Tucson
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"Nationwide, people are becoming
more sophisticated about hot peppers;

they're not just part of
Mexican cuisine anymore."
Photos by Lynn G. Ketchum

during extended harvests, pickers are

damage to the County's fruit and chili

less -often delayed by muddy fields.
A crew of five hand -harvests the pep-

growers. The irony for Ginger is that her

pers as soon as the crop is ready and
the orders have come in. Ginger gives

condition. "Bob Berkowitz of the

full credit for her reputation for supply-

everyone know the freeze was coming.

everybody, 'Where did you get your chili

ing top -quality peppers to Romulo

strings; they're terrible!' This year they
asked me to come and show them how."
California grower and friend of the
family Rex McDaniel helped them get a
contract with La Victoria, a major pepper processor when the Nesses started

Moreno, the man in charge of the picking crew. "lie's really special, but then,
they all take pride in picking only the

Our guys were up all night watering,
two nights running, to keep the plants

Botanical Gardens' annual chili festival
in 1988 where she roasted green chilies

and made ristras (chili strings). She
laughs when she tells how her invitation

to the festival came about. "I went to
the first festival last year and said to

in the pepper -growing business six
years ago. They planted as many as
ninety acres of peppers when they had
a commercial contract - "a hell of a lot,"
Ginger commented. She's the one who
diversified into growing for the fresh
market, which is now her total effort.

best." The same crew has worked for
her for three years, so they understand
her insistence on quality. They're hard
workers, starting in the fields at five in

crop had survived the freeze in good

Weather Service and Deb Young let

protected."
Far from giving up, Ginger will experi-

ment with some recommended methods next year. Taking Deborah Young's

the morning; Ginger is out checking the

advice, she'll try using black plastic
mulch to minimize weeds. She's also
providing Deborah with some field

harvest by seven, before she gets on

space to experimentally put calcium ni-

the phone to buyers.
By now, produce buyers in Tucson

trate on the fields during harvest to

and Phoenix know Virginia Ness and her
chili peppers quite well. It wasn't always

Fresh - market chilies have an increasing share of the Cochise County chili in-

help prolong the picking period.

The chilies inspire enthusiasm in
both women. Deborah says, "It's a neat
crop." Ginger agrees and adds that be-

cause they're loaded with vitamin C,

dustry, says Dr. Deborah Young, UA
county Extension agricultural agent.
The industry suffered a major blow in

peppers are a very healthy vegetable for

people to eat. "Nationwide, people are

becoming more sophisticated about
hot peppers; they're not just a part of

1986 when the largest processing
plant, run by Del Monte Company, left

Mexican cuisine anymore." She predicts

the county. The crop value fell from
nearly $6 million in 1986 to $522,000
in 1987. Since that time the acreage
has fluctuated considerably. In 1986,
642 acres were planted with chili pep-

a continuing market -a market Ginger
Ness will keep right on developing. a
To contact the Ness farm,
call 642 -3624.

pers; in 1987, the acreage rose to
1,076; but in 1988 chilies were only
grown on approximately 700 acres.

Raising chili peppers is a labor intensive business that attracts farmers

with a small acreage, Deborah says.
"Where chilies are hand -picked, most

growers work fewer than a hundred

that way. "We've always felt that our

acres, especially if they sell to the fresh
market."

Elfrida- McNeal area pepper production
was one of the produce industry's best kept secrets. The Sulphur Spring Valley
is the home of the best chili peppers in
the country -maybe the world. The climate is perfect," says Ginger.

Benito Gutierrez, the grower who
works with Ginger, begins the hand
labor almost as soon as the peppers are
direct -seeded in the spring. After the
pepper seedlings emerge, it's a matter
of constantly watching for diseases, fertilizing, and thinning by hand. To keep
yields up and diseases down, he rotates
fields; after planting chili peppers one
year the ground is kept fallow or plant-

ed with corn for three years. He and
Ginger decided to plant chilies in shorter wider rows. She says the water flows
more quickly to the far end of the field
so it only takes five hours to irrigate a

field. She also believes that the water
sinks in more evenly and quickly so that

Last year may have been an excep-

tion. Chili growers in the Sulphur
Springs Valley prefer fairly sparse rainfall, especially in the late summer and
fall. In 1988, the area received fourteen
inches, way too much, as far as Ginger

is concerned. The pepper plants matured too quickly and harvest was cut
short, making the year one of her poorest on record, she says. Ironically, the

excess rain was the second weather caused blow to the pepper industry last
year; in May, a late freeze caused severe
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KEEPING
THEM
DOWN

ON

THE

FARM
Diversification wasn't easy,
but it was the only way
the Youngs could stay in
agriculture.

The Youngs own 150 acres at
Dewey, just east of Prescott.
Calling those acres a family
farm is an understatement, to
put it mildly. Four Young families make

their living there through a combination of efficiency and diversification. In
addition, they keep nearly twenty full -

time employees busy and hire many
others for seasonal work.
Elmer Young, patriarch of the clan,
and his wife, Lavera, moved there from
Peoria, AZ, in 1946 and started a suc-

cessful hog farm. Ten years latex he
"saw the handwriting on the wall," as
Arizona Land & People /8

his son Gary puts it. "We diversified. It
took five or six years to get established.
It wasn't easy, but it was the only way
we could stay in agriculture. Neighbors

just seemed to remember the strong
smell of hogs, not the good taste of
ham." Elmer still raises between twenty -

five and thirty crossbred sows, but the
hogs are a minor part of the business
these days.

The Youngs -Elmer and his sons
Gary, Dennis, and Stan, with the help of

their families -have continually added
new enterprises, testing each one carefully first. Daughter Mary and her hus-

band Bill Wallace live nearby. Bill has

worked wonders remodeling the old
family home into the Young's Farm
Store, and the pair create hand -crafted
wooden items for sale there.
The Youngs raise nearly 20,000 turkeys for holiday consumption and they
raise chickens for meat and eggs year -

two buildings into a bakery, and they
made their outdoor roadside market
and the adjacent Young's Farm Store
into highly profitable parts of their farm
business.

Dennis explains the increasing variety of enterprises the Youngs are in-

volved in. "We roll different ideas

round. They feed and butcher cattle
and hogs, and butcher game on a custom basis. They grow sweet corn, a
wide assortment of other vegetables
and bedding plants, and have planted
a 100 -tree apple orchard. They have

around, bounce them back and forth,
and start small. We don't dwell on past
failures; I know there've been lots of

turned an unused bit of space between

because we've started on a small scale."

them, but I really can't remember them.
Once we decide on what we're going to

do, we know the price we have to get
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They expect higher costs at the beginning of a new enterprise, but they also
expect a larger profit margin later.
A new project is usually the idea and
responsibility of just one or two people
until the whole group takes it on. For
example, raising rabbits has been an
experiment that Gary has worked with
for the past eighteen months. lie has
forty crossbred does; the rabbits are
weaned at four weeks and marketed at
eight weeks when they weigh between
four -and -a -half and five pounds. The
meat is sold at the Young's store. "We
can't fill the demand," he says.
Raising a few head of cattle, a small -

scale but not -so -new enterprise, is
primarily Elmer's responsibility. The cat-

tle are butchered and processed in the

Youngs' plant near the store and
chicken houses. Success of that project

suggested an addition to the Youngs'
operations-custom slaughtering and
processing of cattle, lambs, hogs, and
game. Employee Ray Erway is in charge

of both the slaughtering and the meat

and poultry processing. "lie does a
darn good job, too, " says Gary.

Feed for Elmer's cattle is grown in
their fields, which produce other cash
crops as well. Fifty acres of sweet corn
(their best -selling fresh vegetable) is
interseeded with clover for cattle feed
after the corn is harvested, and a few
acres of beardless barley produce both

cattle feed and yet another salable
crop. Stan began raising sweet corn
years ago as a 4 -11 project. Nowadays

he prefers using teams of horses or

Dennis considers raising the turkeys
as mostly his responsibility. lie makes
four trips to a California hatchery for
poults, beginning in mid -June, with
the last purchases made in early August. The first poults will be twenty pound hen turkeys by Thanksgiving;
the final group of birds will be ready by
Christmas.
Proud of the quality of their turkeys,
Dennis says, "Most twenty -pounders on

the market are tom's, but our tom turkeys are fattened up to at least twenty five pounds. They're fat and juicy; none
of our turkeys are dry or stringy. They're

pared to the Youngs' turkey and chicken

not really what you'd call organic, but
we don't use growth stimulants or hormones. Our method adds extra cost because the birds take longer to gain the

ventures. Gary estimates they sold

weight."

mules to do the field work.

Rabbits and feeder cattle are relatively small -scale undertakings com-

seventeen thousand turkeys between
Thanksgiving and Christmas. "We get
jet lag after the holidays," he says. The
turkeys they don't sell immediately are
frozen and processed later into ground

Ile has scathing words for so- called
self- basting birds found in most supermarkets. "Self- basting turkeys are usu-

Their kitchen -sized bakery

has been profitable

right from the first.
The pens, feed mill, sheds, and tur-

keys represent an investment of
$150,000, Dennis estimates. Raising
turkeys can be a risky business, he ad-

mits, "but I spent quite a few years
learning how it should be done." Several times he has relied on advice from
Dr. Frank Rollins, University of Arizona
poultry specialist, and Dr. Ed Bicknell,

UA Extension veterinarian. Among
other things, he's learned that the environment must be kept clean, and thoroughly disinfected between batches of

turkeys, to prevent diseases in the
flocks.

Keeping a close, personal watch on

ally pumped full of oil; they looked

his turkeys is another thing he's

fillets, and turkey sausage. The latter is

flabby to begin with. It's all done with
needles. That's not done at Young's; our
birds are fed until they're plump and

an especially popular item at their

juicy, really self- basting."

learned; whenever he approaches the
pens, he gives a cheery whistle. The
birds recognize him and gobble back.
An employee lives close by to keep

store; so is their home -smoked turkey.
"The market for smoked turkeys is in-

The turkey pens are set well away

a constant eye on the turkeys, but

from the garden and store, down a nar-

Dennis, himself, gets up- especially in

creasing every year," says Gary. The

row farm road and behind a hillock

thunderstorms -and comes down to

Youngs wholesale fresh turkeys to

close to the Agua Fria River where the

check on their welfare. Turkeys have a

supermarkets and other smaller markets in Tucson, Phoenix, Mesa, and

birds don't annoy the neighbors with
their gobbling and where passers -by

well- deserved reputation for being

Scottsdale.

don't scare the turkeys.

meat, boneless turkey rolls, breast
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excitable, not - too -intelligent creatures;
they've been known to spook and crowd

eight chicken houses profitably filled all

arranged in what used to be Elmer and

year. The family has worked hard to
develop a market for the roasters -and

Lavera's house. In addition to all the
farm -produced fresh meats, poultry,
pastries, bread, vegetables, and fruits,

they've succeeded. Customers for
roasting chickens, as well as for fryers

and eggs, come to the family's store
from Phoenix, Sedona, and Prescott. A
Sedona market buys six cases of fresh

chickens each week. The layer hens
produce brown eggs, which sell at a
premium. But Stan says, "The main
thing is, the eggs are real fresh, and
fresh eggs cook differently."
Home -grown vegetables, particularly
sweet corn, draw in the customers, too.
Gary says during the sweet corn season

of an old pasteurizer so it could serve

of the one hundred acres that are irrigated. Employee Sue Gregory, who
runs the garden and roadside stand,

in a new way -to keep honey just warm
enough to pour easily. Now the Youngs
are looking for a cider press so they can
offer fresh -squeezed apple juice, even

time last year on the south side of sev-

though their trees aren't bearing yet,

eral chicken houses. The tomatoes

and they're going to start selling homemade soup and sandwiches.
As if all their other ventures weren't
enough to keep them busy, a few years

Both the roadside stand and the store

beans, pumpkins, onions, squash -all
the usual vegetables and a few that are
less common, such as elephant garlic,

ning, but a sudden loud noise stampeded them. I jumped in the middle
and took the top ones off the pile; the
bottom birds were going fast. Sometimes they act like people in a football
stadium."
Dennis claims that keeping the pens
isolated helps. "If I keep their environment like it should be, they do fine.
People have a low opinion of the tur-

key's intelligence, but strangely
enough, their mental stress is the
biggest hazard to our success."
He explains, "If it rains for a week, the

turkeys aren't as comfortable as usual,
but they'll be okay if everything else is
okay. They just won't gain weight as
fast. But add a second stress -if we run
out of feed temporarily -and we'll lose

throughout the house, including the

every day. They grow sweet corn on fifty

offer sweet corn, tomatoes, green

once," says Dennis. "lt was a quiet eve-

removals later the store has expanded
former bedrooms. Bill built the counter
tops. He also salvaged the wooden top

thrived.

"I've only seen them go bananas

The store started in the twelve- by
fourteen -foot living room. Several wall -

they have two thousand customers

tried growing tomatoes for the first

frantically in a corner of a pen, suffocating the bottom layer of birds.

the store includes specialty foods from
other small producers in their area. In
a prominent location, they feature the
pottery of Heath Krieger Prescott, and
colorful wooden butterflies and other
woodwork made by daughter Mary and
her husband, Bill.

sunflower seed heads, and mini pumpkins. Most of the produce is
grown on the home farm, but the
Youngs occasionally buy from a Glendale wholesaler. Gary says, "We always
label the produce so people will know
which is which." They tried selling live,

nursery -grown trees in the roadside

ago the Youngs began what has become an annual tradition -the late -fall
pumpkin festival. Third -graders square
dance; older folks dance to live music;
and everyone can take part in hay rides,
the horseshoe tournament, decorating
pumpkins, and the arts and crafts sale.
The festival runs for two days and each
brings in four thousand customers.

When the Youngs first diversified

stand last year. "They looked nice, and

their enterprise, the months from January to May were survival time -the time

we're thinking about devoting a few
acres to growing plants for landscape

says every year it's getting easier. "The

purposes."

On the other hand, their kitchen sized bakery has been profitable right
from the first. Employee Kay Lopez is
chief baker -in- charge. Cakes, pies,
bread, and their best seller chicken pot

pies, are in constant, heavy demand
from customers at the family store. The

bakery came about in typical Young
entrepreneurial fashion -they had leftover eggs and an empty space between

two buildings. Two bakers, one roof,

counters, pans, utensils, several
licenses, and four ovens later they had

a whole bundle. A year ago we got some
too -salty feed; we lost substantially."
The Youngs don't raise as many chick-

a money- making bakery.

ens as turkeys, but Stan keeps their

ing customers, all carefully, but tightly,

Young's Farm Store features many
goodies to tempt hungry, discriminat-

their incomes were lowest. But Gary
bakery has been a big help in what is
still our slowest season."
While sales may slow down, the work
continues as it always does on a farm -

getting ready for the new season, and
looking at the records of the season
just past. "Now, we're diversified to the
point where diversity is profitable, but
it's beginning to present problems it-

self, " says Dennis. The computer
they've had for nearly three years is a
big help; obviously Gary is very serious
when he says, "We have a monumental
amount of records to keep. But they're
a sign that we're thriving and growing."
To contact the Youngs, call 632 -7272.
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Llama Lei
After we were formally intro-

duced, Java Decaff -so

named because he's a gelded

llama -and I started on our
hike up a trail just east of Sedona between the red cliffs and multi -colored
mountains. I led Java, supposedly, and
he put up with me because he's a well trained pack animal whose South Amer-

ican ancestors were packing loads for
their owners six thousand years ago. To
be truthful, Java is far more knowledgeable about the trail than I. Nonetheless,
he followed me readily on a rope leash,

Llamas are
Arizona's
newest stock

animal.

barely pausing to grab an occasional
mouth -high bite of succulent juniper

whenever he felt in the mood and
whenever Marybeth Bullington, his coowner was not looking.

Seven of us comprised our hiking
party: Marybeth and her husband, Terry
Bullington; Meriwether Lewis, another
llama with an amazing resemblance to

a condescending, somewhat pompous

professor; he was led by an Illinois
tourist; Allan Fertig, a University of Ari-

zona photographer; Java and myself.
As we hiked, the Bullingtons explained

how Sedona Llama Treks got started,
and why.

Terry was a construction worker who
frequently hiked into the back country
in various Western states. Hiking led to
guiding others, first using backpacks,

then horses, and finally llamas, now

Terry's preferred pack animal. lie
traded construction work for his first
llamas. Marybeth was a veterinarian's
assistant as well as an avid back -country hiker. Her experience has come in

handy, even though llamas are very
hardy animals.
The Bullingtons now own six llamas,
including four pack animals. They offer

by Lorraine B. Kingdon
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half -day or full -day hikes, complete
with lunches fit for tired gourmets, and

derFoTA Day
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provide a stream of information about
the scenery and the llamas themselves.
For hardier souls the Bullingtons provide overnight excursions, complete
with llama -transported meals, tents,

and all the comforts of a well -run
camp- without aching backpack shoulders.
I can testify that the lunch lived up to
Terry and Marybeth's promises. We had

croissants with a wide assortment of
spreads, veggies, meats, fruit, pasta

salad -fresh -baked that morning homemade cookies, and sparkling
water all served at the top of a mesa
with the red rocks of Sedona visible to
one side and the Madonna and Sisters

Mountains curving around us on the
other. For me, though, the best part of
lunch was feeding Java his ration of
corn, barley, and oats from my hand.
Without a doubt the scenery was fascinating. So were the llamas. For exam-

ple, did you know that when llamas
mate, it continues for a full forty -five

minutes, with the male sounding
"Orgle- Orgle" the entire time? The
female just looks pleased with herself,
says Terry. Oz did you know that llamas

are so smart they won't allow themselves to be improperly loaded? They
just sit down, all four legs extended,
and look as if they're saying, "Alright
folks, when you're ready to do the job
properly, we can get started."
Llamas are becoming a popular business in Arizona. Besides the Bulling -

tons (who can be contacted at

282 -6676), three other companies offer
llama treks. Jim and Linda Hoy, Show
Low, own Llama Resources and are directors of the Southwest Llama Association. The Arizona Llama Company, Payson, is owned by B. J. and Tim Morgan.
Blue Mesa Llama Company, Phoenix,
owned by Phred Bartholomaei and Judy
Schettez will soon be opening a second
branch in Tucson.
Marybeth and Terry told me that sev-

eral llama breeders are trying to increase the population of not only pack
llamas, but also llamas with wool that's

especially good for spinning. Some
breeders specialize in what Marybeth
rather contemptuóusly called mini -yup-

pie pets. But as far as I'm concerned,

Java Decaff is tops in the world of

llamas. a
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Chere Crandall trained as a
plant geneticist, but today
she's growing desert wild-

flowers for seeds and all
kinds of plants for dried arrangements.
Most of the time she's out selling what
she grows -too much of the time, as far
as she's concerned.

For the past two years Chere has
had her own company, Prima Seed
Research, Inc., Phoenix. Although genetic research is her ultimate goal, right
now she restricts herself to carefully
observing the cultural requirements of
her ten -acre crop of wildflowers. To get

her business established, Chere has to
concentrate on financial matters. She
comments wryly that she has to spend
so much time selling that she doesn't
have enough time for research. Eventually, however, she wants to produce
wildflowers with easily -harvested seeds
so they will be more acceptable to other
commercial growers.
People who don't pay much attention
to desert plants mistakenly believe that

desert wildflowers only bloom those
occasional years when the growing
conditions have been ideal (years with
sufficient autumn rainfall and perfect
temperatures for germinating an abundant number of seeds). Chere knows
they're out there other years too -you
just have to look harder. She says that
people who haven't seen Arizona's wild-

flowers during an especially colorful
spring display have no idea of their full

beauty. To make native desert wildflowers more readily available, Chere

has put together an Arizona wildflower

seed mixture that may contain desert
marigold, sand verbena, Mexican gold
poppy, California poppy, desert lupine,

arroyo lupine, Indian blanket flower,
desert bluebells, owl's clover, desert
senna, and bladderpod -all annuals.
Chere sells most of her seed mix especially formulated for the Sonoran

Desert -to larger seed companies,
which often resell them to agencies
such as the highway Division of the Ari-

zona Department of Transportation.
Most of the seeds are sowed along road-

sides and used for desert revegetation.

She also sells to individuals -those
who are lucky enough to find her at the

occasional swap meet or crafts show
she attends. But if you call and leave a
request on her telephone answering
machine (893- 9359), you may be able
to buy them directly from her -if she
still has a supply.

To be successful at wildflower gardening, Chere suggests that gardeners
should follow her planting instructions
(see insert) and learn to recognize wildflower seedlings so they can weed their
wildflower gardens as they would any
other flower bed. Their efforts will be
rewarded by stunning displays of yellow, orange, purple, blue, and hot -pink
blooms.
Right now Chere is Arizona's only
commercial grower of wildflowers for
seed. Clean desert wildflower seed uncontaminated by other wildflower or
weed seeds -brings a high price in Arizona because the supply is limited and
because growing desert wildflowers is
far from simple. Before other growers
will be interested, a mechanical harvester will have to be available. Before a
mechanical harvester will work, plants
with seeds that are less- susceptible to
scattering will have to be developed.
Growing clean seed is no easy task.
"The labor will kill you," Chere warns.

All her work is done by hand -the
planting, weeding, harvesting, and
seed threshing.
Since Chere rents her land year by
year, she doesn't want to risk loosing

her entire crop should she lose her
lease. She gathers all the seeds each
year as they ripen- something homeowners and the highway department
wouldn't have to do. But by replanting
the annuals every year she also assures
herself of a dense and abundant crop.
Knowing the right cultural practices

for each wildflower is essential -and
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Chere Crandall's Tips for

Growing Desert Wildflowers

Prepare the soil by removing exist-

for longer periods of time prior to

ing weeds and grasses. Perennial

germination and may be done
after the soil has been lightly

weeds should be killed with
glyphosate herbicide prior to
seeding.

Till the soil six- to eight- inches
deep prior to planting to enhance
root development, produce larger
and healthier plants, and decrease

wet until seedlings are one -half
inch tall, then water as needed to
prevent wilting. Watering plants

the amount of water needed to

lished is not necessary, but may
extend the bloom and produce

maintain plants during the growing season.
After tilling, break up the remaining clods and rake the area to produce a smooth seedbed.
Mix the seed with sand or dry soil
to aid in dispersing it evenly over a
large area. Broadcast the seed and

sand mixture thinly and evenly
over the bare soil. Rake the area
Drawing by Lucretia
Breazeale Hamilton

from the collection of
the University of
Arizona Herbarium.

moistened with a sprinkler.
Keep the soil moist but not overly

lightly until the seed is lightly cov-

ered and press it into the soil by
foot or with a heavy roller. Firming

the soil helps retain the moisture

after the wildflower stand is estab-

larger plants during drought con-

ditions. Never water the plants
until they show signs of wilt. Over -

watering may cause root rot.
Once the stand of flowers is established, the plants will naturally re-

seed the area for many years of
beauty and enjoyment. If planted
into a totally undisturbed desert
area, the wildflowers should not
have too much competition from
weeds. Otherwise, frequent weeding may be necessary.

sometimes frustrating. For example,

breath, globe amaranth, and lavender

Screwed up my whole year" she says

nowhere in the literature did it say that
owl's clover was a parasite. Chere kept

grown for use in dried -flower bouquets
and potpourris, brighten row after row

sadly.

weeding her carefully planted owl's
clover -and it kept dying, until she
realized that the clover needed weeds
to grow on. Owl's clover feeds from
below; it doesn't choke out or wind
around the host weed, which made

of her ten -acre plot. Last year Chere

ing wildflowers, dried flowers, and

added baby blue Indian corn and black -

herbs, Chere has come closest to making a living at it, says Fred Harper UA
Extension agricultural agent in Mari copa County. She did graduate studies
at the University of Arizona with plant
breeder Tom Ramage, with whom she
did her doctoral research on plantago
(Indian wheatgrass). The newly formed
Arizona Herb Association, which Fred
helped form, is working to develop a
network of markets that may provide
Chere with the assistance she is seeking. (For more information about the
association, contact Fred at 255-4456.)
"One person, trying to make a go of it
alone, flounders," Fred says. But, he

recognizing it as a parasite difficult.
All other commercial sellers of desert

wildflower seeds gather them from
plants growing wild, which is difficult
because wildflowers are often scarce.
Chere doesn't think that picking seed
will endanger the species because, as
she points out, "desert wildflower seeds
scatter very easily, so no one will suc-

bearded wheat to her collection. The
corn provides three salable crops for
dry flower arrangements in one plant:
tiny ears, corn tassels, and corn stalks.

Statice is another versatile crop;
Chere believes in getting the maximum
use out of it. She sells the statice fresh
and as a dried flower. Once she has harvested the seed for next year's planting,

ceed in gathering them all; some will reseed in the desert." However she warns

she packages the rest of the blossoms
in potpourris. And strawflowers, once
harvested just for seed, now also go
into potpourris.
Chere sells dried flowers wherever
she can. At least one wholesale florist

the casual seed gatherers that the

has expressed an interest in buying

wildflowers they see growing along the

them but Chere wasn't sure she had a
stable enough supply to get into that
market. Right now she has to concentrate so much on marketing that she
doesn't have enough time for the fieldwork. "Last year I spent so much time

side of the highway were probably
planted by the Highway Division. It's
illegal to pick those flowers without a
permit.

Coneflowers, yarrow, bachelor's buttons, strawflowers, statice, baby'sArizona Land & People/ 16

selling, I lost some of my fall seed crop.

Of all the people interested in grow-

quotes from a United States Department of Agriculture task force report
emphasizing the importance of the vari-

ous forms of alternative agriculture:
"Significant opportunities exist for new

farm and forest products to meet real
market needs -particularly in industrial, non -food application areas." CI

OIder people and youngsters

Burgett was fascinated by James Rober-

share an affinity for ani-

son's three -month -old rabbit named,
appropriately enough, Floppy. As she
petted the rabbit softly, she said, "That

mals. A few 4- Ii'ers in Yuma

County rediscover that
every month when they visit the Desert
Manor Convalescent Center.
The weather was warm and inviting
when the 4 -11 teens recently brought
horses to the center's parking lot. Clair

Wuthrich, 90 -plus, remembered that
her grandfather in Switzerland always
had two horses. Her joy was plain to see

as she fed a cookie to Dawny Dell, a

one ought to be Floppy; his ears go
down. It's a pretty little doll."
Ruby had practical advice for Aaron
Herbert, who brought a full -grown satin
doe, a breed commonly used for meat.
"Are you going to cry when you sell it ?"
"Yeah."

"Take Kleenex with you."

watching the riders perform. "I know

Elders in nursing homes are always
delighted to see the animals -and the
young 4- H'ers. So was everyone at the
Adult Day Health Care Center operated
by Catholic Community Services in

friendly roan belonging to Brad Allec.
Ninety-three-year-old Helen Cote was

right up in front in her wheelchair
horses; I used to ride." When the 4 -H'ers

Yuma. The United Way agency is respon-

dismounted, Helen was the first to say,

sible for as many as fifteen elderly

"I want to pet that horse." Soon, she

people, most of whom live with relatives who bring them to the center at
half -past seven each morning and take
them home at five thirty in the after-

stretched up and gently kissed its muzzle. Helen had watched the youngsters
with their project animals before; "It's
always good medicine for me."
That's one of the reasons University
of Arizona 4 -li agent Mike Schneider

elders gathered around, eager to

youngsters have talked about leather

stroke, cuddle, and, in Robert Vomocil's

craft and candle making; they've held a
fashion review of clothes sewed by the
4- H'ers. But animals are the real hit of
the shows.
"Animals trigger memories. People's

case, feed the animals. First he tried
As Robert peered more closely at the
reluctant rabbit, he saw the reason. "I

expressions become animated; they

got the wrong end! No wonder he won't

start to talk even if they're usually placid

eat. Whyn't you bring something over

or withdrawn," Mike says. "It's something special for the kids, too. Often
they never come into contact with this

that's hungry ?" Tiffany Morse's friendly

far end of life. They should."
lie and the Yuma 4 -H'ers have taken

Robert's hand munching as long as

like the horses, rabbits were another in-

stant hit. Twenty -seven wheelchair bound elders watched as five 4 -H'ers
from Crane North 4 -11 Club, led by
Sandra Durham, demonstrated how
they hold, move, and display their rabbits for show judges.

Everyone listened intently, but the
real fun started when rabbits and owners moved among the residents. Ruby

NEVER

T00
OLD

noon.
The 4- H'ers' rabbits and one guinea
pig didn't stay in their cages long. Most

started the visitation project. The

chickens, pigeons, dogs, guinea pigs,
and rabbits to the nursing home. Just

YOU'RE

feeding a carrot stick to Matthew Till ery's still -caged white rabbit. No luck.

black guinea pig called, appropriately
enough, Baby Pig, fit the bill. It sat near

there was carrot.
Deanna Tillery, Kamela Morse, and

Tori and Carrie Irwin made sure that
everyone had their turn petting and
cuddling the rabbits. Edna Connelly
picked a rabbit up for a closer look, put

it next to her cheek, and murmured
softly for long minutes. The rabbit's
nose stopped twitching and he sat
calmly, apparently as contented as
Edna was with the contact.
"Feels just like my cats used to; I miss

F
PETS
"A nimals trigger
memories.
People's expressions

become animated."

them." a
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"We didn't intend to be farmers,' we just planted

a garden and had too much, so we started selling."

Somewhere in
Work hard, make do, and
have fun -old -fashioned
down -home values that

where they could retire, they bought the
old Homestead Ranch east of Dragoon.

acre farm near the village of Dragoon.

Douglas went to work as a dispatcher
at the Sulphur Springs Valley Electric
Co -op in Benson, and Evelyn started
building a house.

They've added a yuppie -consumer

She made fifty adobe bricks a day

touch with two acres of elephant garlic,

forty hives of pampered honeybees,

from June until January; Douglas built
all the cabinets. The resulting home -

and an organic vegetable garden.

an enclosed back stoop, one all -

Underfoot is an uncounted number of

purpose room, and a small bathroom was going to be their guest house after
they built a big, new home right next

Douglas and Evelyn Corron
practice every day on their nearly forty -

friendly cats.
A vivacious, non -stop talker who is on

the go in high gear twenty hours a day,
Evelyn sells produce directly to a varied
clientele who've found her sale stand.

It's well- hidden off Dragoon Road
somewhere in Cochise County, next to

the Corrons' hand -built, tiny adobe
home. She also sells directly to Tucson
and Phoenix supermarkets.
It all started in 1975. Douglas was a

twenty -year veteran engineer with
Hughes Aircraft Company in Tucson;
their ten children were grown. Deciding

they wanted a place in the country
Arizona Land & People/ 18

door.

money- making farm, but the Corrons
are vegetarians who'd begun by gardening in Tucson. Despite poor soil at their
retirement home, Douglas started turn-

ing over the dirt and Evelyn began
planting. "We didn't intend to be farmers; we just planted a garden and had
too much, so we started selling."

An apple orchard was one of their
first major efforts -a hundred red and
golden delicious trees. "The porcupines
ate seventeen trees; just peeled off the
bark," Evelyn says in disgust. They replanted with persimmons, but their re-

"Then," Evelyn says, "I figured out
that if we built this big, nice house, all
our kids would be home to visit. We'd
just gotten them all moved out on their
own, so we decided to stay put in our
little home. We have Thanksgiving and
Christmas from November to January,
one family at a time," she says, chuckling. Celebrating with ten children and
twenty -six grandchildren takes a little

maining apple trees produce plenty of
fruit for the juice press, and they can
always get cull apples from neighbor

time!
They didn't start out with the idea of a

replaced the hand -operated antique

Barry Long's orchard.

Until three years ago, they used a
century-old hand press to squeeze out
the apple cider; they hand -filled the
bottles, even when they had an order
from the University of Arizona Student
Union for two hundred gallons. They
with a motorized press that could turn

Cochise County
out thirty gallons a day, but this year
Doug says proudly, they spent four
thousand dollars for an up -to -date

Across the farm road from the garlic

they rub and twine around visitors' an-

field, forty large beehives stand. "I

kles. Occasionally there can be too

could have been the honey king of Ari-

model.

zona, but I said enough is enough,"

Their garlic operation started in the
orchard, too. Evelyn planted a handful

Evelyn brags, laughing. She planted a

much of even a good thing like kittens,
Evelyn admits. "We had twenty -six cats
on the place a year or so ago, so Doug
said anyone who bought ten pounds of
elephant garlic could have a cat free -if

of elephant garlic between the tree
rows. "The deer didn't eat them, the
bugs didn't get them, and even the porcupines left them alone. So I said, let's
plant twelve garlic cloves, and now we
have two acres," Evelyn recounts. Just

last fall they switched to small -scale
machinery to replace planting and harvesting by hand.

They sell the garlic directly to their
drive -in customers and they make garlic strings. Floor -to- ceiling drying racks

in a nearby shed announce a bountiful
garlic crop, but they'll sell it all.

"Some people buy twenty -five or
thirty pounds for cooking, and some
stores in Tucson feature our garlic regularly. You can freeze garlic, make marinades with wine, put it in olive oil -it's

just a real treat."

row of vitex trees and put in hyssop
(European mint) just for the bees, but
they also can gather nectar from row
after row of vegetables, flowers, cats claw-if bees like it, the Corrons probably grow it.

they wanted a cat, of course. Three
weeks later we only had two cats left.
Of course, they were pregnant."
All of Evelyn's crops grow luxuriantly

Honey is a popular sale item, and
sometimes a messy one. Evelyn re-

as if planted in the best of soils-now.

members spilling a gallon of honey on
her rug. Her solution to a sticky mess?

just plain hard -pan desert like everywhere else," she says. If the soil has
become especially fertile, it's because
Evelyn and Doug have made it that
way -but not with commercial fertilizers. Evelyn uses needles from their
Mondale pines to acidify the soil. "We

She brought the bees in and let them
clean up the spilled honey. "I had a
solid mass of bees on the carpet, but
they sure did a good job of getting rid
of the honey. When they were done, I
just opened all the windows and doors

and back they went to their hives,"
Evelyn said.
About the only crop not for sale is the

multitude of kittens that keeps appearing. All the Corrons' cats are friendly;

"When we moved here, the ground was

used to sell Christmas trees and pick up

the pine cones to add to the soil, but
now we just use the needles and don't
sell the trees, " Evelyn says.
Two large troughs contain earthworm

beds where uncounted millions of
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earthworms burrow in manure from a
dairy in Pomerene. The Corrons sell
fishing worms, but they also use the

laughs about the trouble they had getting the pond to hold water before they

worm castings in their garden -

bought the geese. "Fortunately we
found out that goose pucky seals

another soil conditioner.

ponds."

that stays at fifty degrees to help them

start plants and to insure that their
vegetable supply lasts through the
winter.

"We're vegetarians, so we want raw,

They used to clean out farrowing

The geese were supposed to be

natural foods. We found out a lot of

pens at a nearby hog farm and used the
natural fertilizer to enrich the soil. Un-

watchdogs and weed -eaters. They will

other people share our tastes, and

fortunately, the hog farmer started

approached, but Evelyn isn't totally

using Bermuda grass clippings instead
of wood chips in the pens' litter. For a

pleased by their weed -eating abilities.

while the Bermuda grass was a real
weed pest, but the geese took care of it.
Three white geese and sixteen ducks

honk and hiss satisfactorily when
"Mostly they eat frogs, crickets, and
Johnson grass, but they did a good job
on the Bermuda grass, too." Unfortu-

swim in the farm pond. ',lt was sup-

nately, the geese also ate all the okra.
They sell organic produce, but they

posed to be clover -shaped, but it came

also grow vegetables and fruits for

out looking more like an elephant garlic pond," Evelyn laments. She

themselves. They have built a greenhouse and a ten -foot deep root cellar

they're steady customers now. We just
don't have bad trouble with insects or
birds, but those rabbits are ridiculous.
Even so, if the rabbits nibble a little lettuce and the birds steal a few grapes, I
figure we have enough to share. And if
we get volunteer plants coming up, I
just say, 'Thank you Lord. t3
To contact the Cornons, call 826 -3422.
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On the Southfork Ranch in Maricopa,
sheep- raising is more than just a hobby.
Photos by Lynn G. Ketchum
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On the Southfork Ranch in

Maricopa, north of Casa
Grande, sheep- raising is
more than just a hobby, but
it doesn't yet provide a livelihood for
Joyce and Bill South. They have a herd

of approximately sixty sheep -mostly
purebred Cotswolds and Karakuls.

That's small potatoes compared to
Arizona's fourteen commercial herds

with six thousand sheep each -or
more. But the Souths aren't the only
people with a few sheep in their backyards. Most of the state's 550 sheep
herds are small, says John Harper University of Arizona agricultural agent in

Pinal County. John is an experienced
sheepman and has produced a videotape giving expert tips on sheep- shear-

ing. He has frequently helped the
Souths and early on showed Bill how to

shear sheep.

The sheep were Joyce's idea, one

she's never regretted. She wanted
sheep of her own after her friend Page

Jacobs taught her to spin and weave
with wool. So three years ago, after
Joyce and Bill had moved out of Casa
Grande, she invested in Cotswolds, a
choice that indicates her interest in
weaving.

Her family is obviously enthusiastic

about sheep, too. Bill helps with the
feeding and does the shearing -and
usually a lot more. Her son and grand-

daughter persuaded Joyce to start a
4 -11 sheep club in Casa Grande.

According to Gwen B. Murray, who
writes about breeds of sheep for spinners in Spin -Off magazine, "The fleece
of the Cotswold, its most attractive fea-

ture, is very long and lustrous, falling
over the entire body in luxurious silken

locks not unlike mohair.... With its
great length and silky luster it is a sheer

pleasure to spin, slipping easily
through one's fingers."
The Cotswold breed, Joyce says, is
now rare in the United States and Eng-

land-an endangered species, in fact.
"Working with an endangered species
just means I'm more careful, and I don't
cull my herd as thoroughly." A registered Cotswold sells for about $300.
Purebred Cotswolds weren't always as

rare as they are today, especially in
Great Britain. Supposedly the Romans
took Cotswolds to Britain two thousand
years ago; the sheep became a popular

breed and were used to develop such
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crossbreeds as Oxford Down and
Shropshire.
Brought to the United States in 1832,
the Cotswolds immediately caught on.
Within forty years they were so popular

that the first American association of

purebred sheep breeders registered

ArID.mi

the Cotswold breed. Large and slow maturing, the sheep were particularly

W

numerous in Western range states
until the Australian Merino wool trade

eclipsed the Cotswolds. The demand
shifted to smaller lambs that matured
more quickly.

Hand- spinners like Joyce are bringing the breed back. She sells wool by
direct mail to other spinners and weavers "for crafts people who want something more authentic and natural." She
spins wool from her own sheep on a
spinning wheel that she and her son

Ned put together from a kit almost
three years ago. She's expert enough
now that the task has become almost
automatic; "I can watch TV at the same
time if I want to."
The Souths' first sheep came from a

sale barn. Three or four months after
they bought purebred Cotswolds, Joyce

started showing their sheep at county
fairs. "We got into it too soon," she admits. "We really didn't know how to
show animals yet. Later we had fantastic success." Showing the rare Cotswolds presents challenges. Southfork
Ranch Cotswolds may be the only ones
in the show, so they frequently have to

compete with Merino, Columbia, or
Rambouillet sheep -completely different breeds. But shows are a good
way to meet prospective customers.
Marketing sheep is the biggest prob-

lem small flock owners face, Harper
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says. "To make a profit, owners have to
be really creative." He believes that fifty

ewes are the minimum -sized flock
needed for commercial success. That
size flock means owners can buy feed
in bulk and take advantage of handling
equipment.
Farm flocks stay in one spot year round, so feed has to come to them;
commercial sheep owners winter their
flocks on alfalfa fields and move them
to mountain pastures every summer.
Joyce estimates that watering and feeding her flock costs approximately fifty
dollars a month per animal, mostly for
feed. Harper helped design a balanced
ration for small flock owners. He also
gives advice on housing, budgets, and
keeping the sheep healthy. Still, making a profit is a challenge.

Creative marketing? Joyce South
knows how; her former career as a marketing consultant provided her with the
expertise. She worked in a Casa Grande
office for ten years before they moved

... the bright- colored yarns,
in shades of pink, purple, and
orange, are dyed by Joyce using,
surprisingly enough, Kool -Aid.
Yes, it really works.

much lamb meat that I would have
needed a thousand lambs to keep them
supplied." Unfortunately, there aren't
any packers in Arizona who want to buy
lamb, but the Purebred Sheep Associa-

tion, to which she belongs, is trying to
work on the lamb market.

Joyce and Bill say they regard their

flock of sheep as a business, even
though they don't make a profit -yet.
She and her friend Page have come up
with some wild ideas trying to use everything but the baa, Joyce says, laughing. For example, they make soap from
the high -lanolin fat. They've thought of

packaging the plentiful sheep pellets
for an organic plant food. And, ewe's
milk is used in making feta cheese.
Joyce and Bill bought a computer so

to their country home in Maricopa.
"People I had worked with come out
here and just can't believe it. I'm usually
knee -deep in dirt, but I like it. It's very
relaxing."

When she and Bill aren't mucking
about with the animals or when she
isn't spinning, she's seeking new markets for her sheep. Since she's building

up a registered flock of Cotswolds,
there is obvious marketability in the
sale of breeding stock. She also sells
the fleeces, wool, and yarn. "It's not

sale. Joyce doesn't crochet or knit. "I
can't get past the knit one -purl two
stage," she admits.
Some of her weavings feature natural

colors from her Karakul sheep. Their
black fleece sells at a premium price,

by the way. But the bright- colored
yarns, in shades of pink, purple, and
orange, are dyed by Joyce using, surprisingly enough, Kool -Aid. Yes, it really

works; Joyce says the dyes are colorful,

easy, permanent -and cheap.

easy to find wool yarn to work with; it's
a growing market."

What else that's salable comes from a
sheep? Lamb chops and leg of lamb, of
course. She already sells freezer -ready,

She weaves, using her flock -grown

wether (gelded) lambs to appreciative

yarn to make rugs, table runners whatever strikes her fancy. A rug she
finished not long ago made from the
Cotswold yarn looks like a shag rug,
she says. The woven articles are also for

friends, but Joyce would like to sell
to Phoenix restaurants. A small hitch
cropped up with that market: "I could

have had a ready market with one
Greek restaurant, but they wanted so

she could produce a desktop publication. She started a national monthly
magazine, The Marker, geared toward

sheep raisers, weavers, and hand spinners. She's also held her first all day workshop for would -be spinners.

They've even considered renting out
Joyce's sheep as efficient, quiet lawn

mowers. It works very well on the
South's front yard, as long as all the
tender trees and shrubs are carefully
fenced off. George Washington set that

precedent; he used sheep to mow the
White House front lawn.

Joyce's affection for her animals is
obvious and she has given them all
names. "Fantasy," their first Cotswold,
is a real show girl, and she even comes
when called. "Sweetheart" was born on
St. Valentine's Day. And "Starlight ?"
Born late at night, naturally. a
To contact the Souths, call 568 -2800.
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erry and Anita Kennedy jumped
into the calf- raising business on
their twenty -six acres northeast

of Casa Grande because "it
looked like something we could work
with." Granted, Jerry had raised sheep

in Idaho, and Anita's father had had
some cattle in Mexico. She'd watched

Feedin
Dairy Calves

him milk the cows by hand and had
enjoyed helping with the calves. And

Jerry had raised walnuts, tomatoes,
and alfalfa in California and he still had

some equipment he thought would be
useful. Still, it was quite a jump.

When they and their two children,
Richie and Ana, moved to their present

home, "the only thing here was mesquite," Jerry says. tie wanted to plant
crops -and still would like to grow feed

for their calves -but they can irrigate
only two acres according to Arizona's
water laws. lie's still more than a little
miffed at what he calls "bureaucratic
nonsense."
In the spring of 1986, the Kennedys
made their first deal for day -old calves
from a nearby dairy. They financed the

entire operation themselves, Jerry
says. Then and now.

Every six weeks they buy approximately one hundred just -born calves
weighing between fifty and seventy
pounds apiece. Five or six months latex
they sell the 350 to 400 pound cattle to

a sales yard in Chandler. If they didn't

pay too much for the calves -if feed
costs haven't gone too high -if most of
the calves thrived -and if the price for
feeder cattle stays steady -they make
money. "But not a lot, " admits Jerry.
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tie says the going price for calves late

the newborn calves is probably respon-

by the time they're six weeks old. When

in the fall, 1988, was around $90 or

sible for the low death rate, now less

the calves are large enough, they're

$95; when he started, the price was $40

than 2 percent.
When the day -old calves come from
the dairy, they're ear -tagged with their

moved into a common corral.
The Kennedy children's 4 -li project
with calves, which began in December
1987, takes place in a separate, fenced in area. Actually, their two sleek animals
are no longer calves. Eighth -grader Ana

or less. The cost of the alfalfa, hay,
rolled corn, and Sudan grass calf feed
has gone up from less than $200 a bag
to slightly more than $300. The price
he receives when he sells is fairly good
right now, but he says, "They'll knock
the calf price down for any defect, but
they won't pay extra for dehorned or
castrated bull calves-despite the fact

that animals castrated younger have
fewer problems."

In order to make money, the Ken nedys "have to be real entrepreneurs,
in every sense of the word," according
to John Harper University of Arizona

Pinal County agricultural Extension
agent. He says that the Kennedys have

targeted that time in the calves' lives
when they gain weight most efficiently.
They would have an advantage if their
calf -feeding operation were larger but
they're limited by the amount of capital
they have available.
Jerry and Anita call their twenty -six
acres Kennedy Achers, as the sign out

birth dates and put into individual,
roomy pens. They're also given shots to

help prevent pasteurella and salmonella bacterial infections; unless they're
sick, the calves get no further medication. The calves bed down on straw covered rock that is changed after every

set of calves. Anita switched bedding
materials from straw alone because the
rock makes it easier to notice when the
calves are suffering from diarrhea. Of
the few calves that do die, most do so
within twenty -four hours after reaching
the Kennedys'. "They can die so quickly
without medicine," Anita says.
The dairy feeds colostrum, the immunity- providing first milk, to the newborn

calves. Anita then feeds milk to the
calves twice a day; however within the
first week, 18 percent calf -mix ration,

and her brother, Richie, who's in the
sixth grade, work with their cattle almost every day after school. Miguel
perches on the fence offering suggestions, and their dog, Ali, joins in. The
Kennedys' half -retriever half- German
shepherd dog is a combination watchdog, calf -guard, and enthusiastic par ticipant-in almost everything.
The future? Jerry says they will stay

in the calf -feeding business unless
prices get too unreasonable. He'd like
to fence off more acres, plant UA -developed one- irrigation barley, and raise
the once -tiny calves up to six hundred

pounds. i0

fed on demand, is added to their diet.
The young animals are starting on hay

To contact the Kennedys,
call 836 -5221.

front announces. They're mostly his
aches, Jerry says. Except for pouring
concrete, he has built all the buildings
on the place, including a very large,
two- story -high combination machine

shed and workroom. His tools -his
favorite toys, Anita says -include
industrial- strength lathes, welding
equipment, and a drill press. lie also

Help for

Entrepreneurs

brought trucks, an auger and a front loader from California. Jerry is a master
at using old, abandoned equipment for
the many improvements needed on his
place. One example is the junked posts

and pickets he used for building a hay
shed and calf corrals. They're actually
discarded irrigation pipes from Rain for

Rent, Chandler where he works. He
mentions, with obvious pride, using his

Model T front loader to help set up a
two -story, open hay shed. The ancient
front loader, much -used and often -

Six new Arizona Cooperative Extension Bulletins are available with advice

and instructions to assist entrepreneurs who work out of their homes.
The Home -based Business series was written by Norma Redeker family
economics specialist at the University of Arizona. In them she tells how to

decide whether to take the risk of starting a new business, organize the
venture in order to borrow money, let the prospective customer know
about the product separate work from home activities, keep both required
and helpful records, set a selling price, and how to quit when it becomes
necessary.

repaired, is obviously one of his favorite
pieces of equipment. "I take care of the

The titles and publications numbers are: Starting Your Nome -based Business, No. 8838 -A; Are Your Family and Business Compatible, No. 8838 -B;

equipment around here; Anita takes

Developing Your Business Plan, No. 8838-C; Record Keeping For Your

care of the animals," Jerry says.

Home -based Business, No. 8838 -D; Setting a Profitable Price, No. 8838 -E;
Marketing Your Home -based Business, No. 8838 -F

"I like to do it; I enjoy my calves,"

agrees Anita. She and her nephew
Miguel Gallegos start at five every morning before Anita heads for her job in the

cafeteria at Palo Verde elementary
school. The careful attention they give

The free bulletins are available at all county Extension offices and from
the Office of Agricultural Sciences Communications, 715 N. Park Ave.,
Tucson, AZ 85719, (602) 621 -7176.
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